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About This Game

Soaring amid the clouds, Welkin Road blends free running with grappling-hook-powered aerobatics, challenging you to reach
the end of each level using only your wits and the abilities available to you. The road ahead will test your resolve, your

concentration and your reflexes, forcing you to master your swings and movement as you learn new techniques to overcome the
obstacles in the world… or plummet to your doom.

The gameplay is driven by two core components: grappling and parkour. Make use of the two grappling hooks to swing from
point to point, creating momentum while using parkour-inspired movement to explore the world. Sprint, leap, balance, run on

walls and hold on for dear life as you perform incredible, high-altitude, acrobatic stunts.

You have full control over the grappling hooks, as well as the direction, speed and timing of your swings. Master and blend all
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of these elements into fast, fluid and elegant runs. Challenge yourself further by competing against the clock and the time of
other runners around the world.

Main features:

Grappling hooks: With full control over two grappling hooks you can chain swings together and use your momentum
for fluid, elegant movement.

Parkour: Use wall running, wall jumping, crouching and wall grappling to overcome obstacles and find the best route to
the pillar of light.

Different grappling mechanics: The game is full of different types of grappling mechanics which will impact the way
you move and solve puzzles.

Challenges and puzzles: Levels require you to master swinging, movement, various abilities and to discover new ways
to use and combine them.

Speedrun mode: Race against the clock or try to beat the times of other runners around the world, and compete for a
spot on the leaderboards.

Intelligent checkpoints: Frequent checkpoints and manual resets mean you can get back into the action as fast as
possible. This allows you to practice sections and master an entire level without having to constantly restart. Improve on
sections, find the most efficient route and set the best time.
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All in all it isn't a terrible game for killing time, I've put a little bit of time into it I just don't see me playing it much. Maybe wait
till it goes on sale. See my first thoughts of it in action https://youtu.be/rvZKBMf0PMY. Welkin Road is a parkour esque 1st
platform jump'n'runner.
+ The graphics are simple but stylistic and fit the overall setting very nice
+ mechanics are working good
+ price is alright for the amount of content (and more to come, it`s early access!). You will get a bunch of

+- difficult

- No controller support right now. I have problems to stay in control of the protagonist in some of the more hectic moments
using keyboard controls. I prefer to play these type of games on my gamepad so this may not be a problem for you if you are
good with mouse + keyboard controls but for me it is always a hassle

I'll try to solve all levels over the next couple of days on my Youtube-Channel, if you get stuck, you may want to check this
walkthrough out:
https://youtu.be/uejYUCMO48E. I got this game because it looked like a cool little Mirrors Edge inspired game. IT turns out to
be mirrors edge without any of the fun stuff. This game is just boring and monotonous. Do not get it.. Ah, Welkin Road. This is
one of those indie games that look minimalistic and fulfill this desire of niche gameplay elements that AAA developers have
abandoned long ago.

Before we really delve into the review, I want to say the following: in this particular case, I am not sure how much sense "I
recommend" or "I do not recommend" makes. The reason behind that is, while Welkin Road is really a good experience, it just
lacks the polishing that makes it a really good and fun experience. In all honesty - Welkin Road is probably worth 5-8 bucks and
not quite the 11 I paid for it.

Now, let's get into what is somewhat keeping me off of recommending this completely, and that's.. more or less the lack of
polishing, as I said before.
The problem with this game is, that it seems like it's too hard on the player and only really wants to cater to the people that
enjoy precise and accurate movement, as this is basically a jump and run title that uses wallrunning, duckjumps and a grapple as
it's signature gameplay elements.
It is way too easy - in my opinion - to fail by an inch. You bump against the object you want to land on and see yourself sliding
down the edge of it into the abyss. You can't hold onto a ledge and then move up to that ledge and I am genuinely wondering
why.

If that is by design, it's understandable to a degree, but at the same time it takes a lot of fun out of the game for when you just
casually want to breeze through the level. You get reset and get to try over and over again until you make it.
After the end of a level, you get to a results screen that shows some stats, such as the time you have taken and gives you a
ranking based on that time and probably other elements too. So, the goal of the game (or at least to me) seems to finish a round
with the highest score possibly. That makes sense for the hardcore people that really want to do that. But for the others that just
want to casually have some mirrors-edge-like action.. no can do.

Another thing that bothered me were my hands in the game. They are ugly. I would've liked something with a bit higher quality
as they are always in your face.
Secondly, you don't have a real body. That's a minor inconvenience but.. the game is so "in your face" with the hands of
whoever you play that it just begs the question "where's the rest of the body".

You also can't slide which.. is sort of.. well, not annoying but you have such fast and movement based game that it just.. you
know. Lacks.
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What also lacks in my opinion is quality sound design. There are certain feats of the game that have 0 sound or the sound doesn't
quite sound appropriate. Mirrors edge, once more, is the reference for that here, where everything seemed to have a sound.

All in all, for an indie game this is still enjoyable and good, but do keep in mind that if you get frustrated easily, this game will
probably be nothing for you.. This game has zero personality.

-The first 30 minutes of this game is a tutorial with very little room for the player to explore the mechanics freely. Get ready to
do the same obstacle 8 or more times to teach the player a lesson....... don't expect to have fun.

-No mantling makes platforming and smacking a corner very frustrating.

-The game does a bad job of communicating how far you need to be to grapple. -Hint:You have a 2 pixel round reticle that you
need to see flash light blue to know when you are in range......... In a game where the main background is blue... not a very good
design decision.

-Don't expect a fun platformer like Mirror's Edge... This game is more of a Puzzle game with frustrating timing.
. Please find my full review of Welkin Road here: http://www.themouldyreview.com/WelkinRoad :). Like Mirror's Edge, but
with grappling hooks and without the stupid gun sections.. It feels like a very nice Parkour game, i like the added grabling hook
gameplay, Swing around like Tarzan :)
Very simplistic graphics, smoothe gameplay. If you enjoy some parkour puzzles that feels good, you should get this game.

quick look at first level
https://youtu.be/d9cPmwbCNEI. Ah, Welkin Road. This is one of those indie games that look minimalistic and fulfill this desire
of niche gameplay elements that AAA developers have abandoned long ago.

Before we really delve into the review, I want to say the following: in this particular case, I am not sure how much sense "I
recommend" or "I do not recommend" makes. The reason behind that is, while Welkin Road is really a good experience, it just
lacks the polishing that makes it a really good and fun experience. In all honesty - Welkin Road is probably worth 5-8 bucks and
not quite the 11 I paid for it.

Now, let's get into what is somewhat keeping me off of recommending this completely, and that's.. more or less the lack of
polishing, as I said before.
The problem with this game is, that it seems like it's too hard on the player and only really wants to cater to the people that
enjoy precise and accurate movement, as this is basically a jump and run title that uses wallrunning, duckjumps and a grapple as
it's signature gameplay elements.
It is way too easy - in my opinion - to fail by an inch. You bump against the object you want to land on and see yourself sliding
down the edge of it into the abyss. You can't hold onto a ledge and then move up to that ledge and I am genuinely wondering
why.

If that is by design, it's understandable to a degree, but at the same time it takes a lot of fun out of the game for when you just
casually want to breeze through the level. You get reset and get to try over and over again until you make it.
After the end of a level, you get to a results screen that shows some stats, such as the time you have taken and gives you a
ranking based on that time and probably other elements too. So, the goal of the game (or at least to me) seems to finish a round
with the highest score possibly. That makes sense for the hardcore people that really want to do that. But for the others that just
want to casually have some mirrors-edge-like action.. no can do.

Another thing that bothered me were my hands in the game. They are ugly. I would've liked something with a bit higher quality
as they are always in your face.
Secondly, you don't have a real body. That's a minor inconvenience but.. the game is so "in your face" with the hands of
whoever you play that it just begs the question "where's the rest of the body".

You also can't slide which.. is sort of.. well, not annoying but you have such fast and movement based game that it just.. you
know. Lacks.

What also lacks in my opinion is quality sound design. There are certain feats of the game that have 0 sound or the sound doesn't
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quite sound appropriate. Mirrors edge, once more, is the reference for that here, where everything seemed to have a sound.

All in all, for an indie game this is still enjoyable and good, but do keep in mind that if you get frustrated easily, this game will
probably be nothing for you.. Feels like VR Missions for Spider-Man. Challenging, sometimes frustratingly unforgiving, but
really satisfying when you nail a sequence. Turning up aim assist helps. Some of the best not-web swinging since Spider-Man 2.
Be forewarned, however, this game hasn't been updated in over a year - since February 2017 - and seems to be abandoned. What
you see is what you get.
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I like this game. Its like the best chill out game!. I took a look at this game after getting a code from Evolve Terminal PR. So
this code was FREE.

That being said i actually found it fun, difficult enough to keep me interestead and easy enough that I didn't rage out. I would
say it needs more upbeat music which I didn't seem to hear and maybe make grappling easier cause I am a NOOB!

Over all though a solid 8/10!

Check out my First look

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96hHM0yFntI&list=PLhlHszRyf6DEWmoYMp9kjiCeyT593mM1o. Try jumping!

great parkour , hard missions and good art style

Recommended. Played through 5 levels so far. First four levels were fun. 5th level was very hard for me lol. There is a
mechanic introduced that was very annoying in level 5. Anyway, having a lot of fun with this game so far.. i think the game is
good but i just had a lot of problems with it and thats why im saying no.. I wouldn’t normally start a review talking about other
people’s reviews of the same game, but I feel it’s important here as ether I’m missing the point with this game or I’m just not like
the other people playing this game. I’ll talk more on this as we go through but just to say this game has received mainly positive
reviews on Steam and that mine will not be so positive.
 Welkin Road is something of a cross between Mirrors Edge and Spiderman, free running with some web slinging thrown in for
fun . . . or lack thereof. Each level presents the player in a minimalistic world with nothing but skill and some gloves that allow
you to swing in orbs dotted around to traverse the level. Being a huge Mirrors Edge fan I was very hopeful for this game, but I
have to say I’m disappointed.
 The looks are good, I’ve expressed in previous reviews how much I like this minimalistic approach with levels being composed
of white and a single colour that some Indie games are using right now and here is no different. It looks good though I think
unlike other games such as Absolute drift and Block ‘hood the first person view of Welkin Road really shows the flaws with this
style. I still like it all the same and think Welkin Roads animation is really done well, while I wouldn’t call the game a looker it
does look very ok.
 The settings are pretty good offering enough tinkering for most to get the game running reasonably smooth, but the game offers
no controller support. I normally wouldn’t mind this, especially in a first person game where I will normally opt for keyboard
and mouse controls but in this game it has so much going on and the keyboard controls are so bad it really effects the
experience. This could have been remedied simply by instead of placing imputes all over the keyboard simply combining them
into one action button that would do it all. The game offers two modes currently, the standard campaign which is just about
making it to the end of the level and of course speed run. I think there was room here for something more original, but I have
little complaint all the same.
 So on to the gameplay and this is for me where things go downhill, as I’ve already said the key layout isn’t the best but the game
its self also works against you. You can jump off the same platform 100 times and the outcome seems random, sometimes you
can latch on to an orb but others not, you can wall run but sometimes not. Now I know this is probably just as much user error as
anything else but the game makes no effort to help you, there’s no leeway what so ever. I can already hear the cries of “Get
Good” but this game makes Dark Souls look like a teddy bear, I honestly thought I was missing something or just being dumb
but then I hit the Steam reviews and realized I wasn’t alone. Others were having the exact same issue but instead of like me
finding this an issue many were happy about it as the game respawns you to the last platform you were on. Singing its praises as
fun and happy they completed a level in 15 minutes! To me this game lacks accessibility and that really ruins the experience for
me, I know I will never complete a level fault free on this game however hard I practice and that’s a big problem to me. I’m
happy to put in the effort when a game rewards it or when I can see the mistakes I’m making are my own fault but Welkin Road
doesn’t do this, Instead the errors I’m making are undetectable to myself and make me feel like the game is somehow cheating
me. It’s just not fun and honestly had me nearly throwing my mouse at the wall in frustration.
 All games need to have a learning curve and introduce you in to get you hooked, Welkin Road seems to lack this and while the
majority of Steam review disagree with me I found this game more frustrating than fun. Not because I couldn’t complete the
levels, with infinite retries that’s not an issue but because perfection eludes me and that’s a problem to me.
 If your happy to fall to your death 100 times every level and not be sure it’s your fault check it out, but if not you might want to
give it a miss.
. Full Preview - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8aaUQZB2qM
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Welkin Road is a fantastic parkour based puzzle game that feels amazing when you get a really good run going without any
deaths, just freely moving fast through the level. Even without the speed run leader boards I found myself running levels
continuously to beat my previous scores. There are some puzzle elements that are a bit odd like the grappling wall that don’t
really fit the game but the rest of the puzzles and mechanics are fantastic. If you’re looking for a Parkour game that holds a little
bit more challenge than some of the other games in its genre, specifically focused on speed running than Welkin Road is
definitely worth a look, if you’re after something with a bit more than just gameplay as its focus, Welkin Road doesn’t offer any
story or much at all past its gameplay.. f you loved Mirror's Edge and can't wait for Mirror's Edge Catalyst go buy this game and
satisfy yourself just like me. :). So I obviously haven't beaten the game based on my time. I do a first impressions series on
youtube (see here) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vu9Yyg1d-HY. I figured I would do a wrap up of my thoughts here to
help you guys decide if you will like the game.

Disclaimer: my PR company sent me code for this game. I have no obligation to provide a good review and I was not provided
money by the devs.

1. If you like parkour/freerunning games, you will love this game.
2. If you liked PS2 spiderman games, you will love this game.
3. Great minimalist art style
4. awesome physics
5. 11 levels (first two are about 20 mins each depending on how good you are.
6. Tons of replayability and interesting "levelution" through green orbs
7. Affordable
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